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Autumn Equinox on September 23, 2022

Mercury
Mercury is
transiting from
evening to
morning skies and is very
close to The Sun. One
should avoid looking at
the planet around this
time.

Venus
Venus
is
transiting
from evening
to morning
skies and is very close to
The Sun. One should
avoid looking at the
planet around this time.

Mars

Ideal day for measuring circumference of Earth as Eratothenes
The Autumnal Equinox of 2022 will fall on September 23, 2022 at 06:33 AM IST.
The Sun at this instant will be exactly over the equator and will then proceed into
Southern Hemisphere. This day also marks the end of Summer Season in Northern
Hemisphere and beginning of Summers in the Southern Hemisphere.
The annual journey of Sun from North to South and back to North crossing the
Earth’s equator twice is because of the tilt of the Earth. Due to the 23.5 degree tilt
of the Earth’s axis, imaginary lines like Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn are
formed which outlines the maximum and minimum position of Sun at different
times in the year. Also on this day, both the poles - North and South will be
illuminated.

Moon phases and dates
Important phases and dates for Moon to plan your observation
03/09/22

First Quarter

23:37

10/09/22

Full Moon

15:29

18/09/22

Third Quarter

03:22

26/09/22

New Moon

03:24
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Harvest Moon

1

The
red
planet is rising
near midnight
and shall be
visible post midnight for
all telescope holders. It is
visible in the constellation
of Taurus.

Jupiter
Jupiter is
rising very
close
to
sunset with
and will be visible all
night along with its 4
largest moons. An ideal
time to view would be on
26th Sept. when the
planet will be at
opposition.

Saturn
Th e r i n g e d
planet is
rising early in
the evening
and shining bright in the
night sky offering a great
views of the planet all
night.
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September celestial events
- a charm for stargazers

NASA defers launch of
Artemis I to Moon

03/09 - First quarter Moon in Scorpio.
10/09 - Full Moon in Aquarius, also known as Harvest
Moon.
16/09 - Neptune at opposition, best time to see as the
planet will bt at its brightest.
18/09 - Third quarter Moon in Taurus
23/09 - Autumnal Equinox, Sun over Equator, crossing
hemispheres.
23/09 - AstroNomadLife.com organises two night
stargazing session in Chail.
26/09 - New Moon in Virgo.
26/09 - Jupiter at Opposition - Best time to view Jupiter
as it will be at its best and brightest to be seen.
29/09 - Best time to organise stargazing evenings for
schools.

American Space Agency, NASA has deferred indefinitely
the launch of Artemis I. The rocket was scheduled for
launch on August 29 but due to a few problems, the
launch was cancelled. The last attempt was scheduled for
September 3. When the problem was still not solved, the
launch was scrubbed until a new date and window is
decided after the repair work is complete.
Artemis I is heading to the Moon after a gap of nearly 44
years. With a new rocket design and space capsule, NASA
is aiming for a series of launches in the next two years by
when, they are aiming to launch first crewed mission to
Moon in 2024 - 2025.
The Artemis I rocket is the biggest and most powerful
rocket in the NASA fleet and is way ahead of the Saturn V
rocket used to reach the Moon earlier. The Space Launch
Capsule or SLS is developed by NASA for the purpose of
space exploration and is a replacement for Space Shuttles
which retired in 2013.

ASTROPHILE ASTEROID SEARCH CAMPAIGN 2022 - 2023 DATES ANNOUNCED
Astrophile Education Services is continuing for the 5th year organising
the scientific research program for the school students in India.
Astrophile Asteroid Search Campaign is organised by Astrophile
Education in collaboration with IASC where the students are given the
opportunity to work on realtime data from the sky survey telescopes
located in Hawaii.
The 1.8m telescope scans the sky and take images of a certain location
after regular intervals which are then provided to the student
participating in this campaign. These students then go through the data
using a software to identify any new and unknown moving objects.
Once the detected objects is accepted as preliminary asteroid the
students receive a certificate.
Follow up observations confirm if the object is an asteroid or not. At this
point the student may be credited for a provisional discovery. After further studies, the student get the responsibility
of naming the same.
The participation to the campaign is free for all students of grade 9 onwards. The registration and participation in this
campaign is free. If the team requires some sort of training, they can contact us. For more details, please visit the
website for more details. For any query, each out to us at info@astro-phile.com; or WhatsApp us at
+91-9315191335.
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